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Quantum computing could be game-changing for drug development in the pharmaceutical industry. Businesses should start preparing now.
Pharma’s digital Rx: Quantum computing in drug research and development
This discrepancy could be resolved if a new type of interaction existed, in addition to the four known fundamental forces ... Among several theories describing this interaction are the "heavy ...
Searching for heavy new particles with the ATLAS Experiment
Auroras typically present as shimmering ribbons in the sky, with green, purple, blue, and yellow hues. The lights tend to only be visible in polar regions because the particles follow the Earth's ...
Physicists find “definitive evidence” of mechanism behind brightest auroras
Einstein wanted an equation that would unify gravity, electromagnetic ... the basic concepts of physics into one equation. Now, what are these basic concepts? Relativity and the quantum theory.
Physics’ greatest mystery: Michio Kaku explains the God Equation
If there were deviations from the expected behavior of the electromagnetic ... field theory. In physics, this is known as the AdS/CFT correspondence, and it related certain string theories in ...
Ask Ethan: Does Our Universe Have More Than 3 Spatial Dimensions?
Brazil’s Covid death toll surpassed 500,000, behind only the United States and India. Undocumented immigrants are turning to unproven cures in the United States.
Covid News: India’s ‘Black Fungus’ Crisis Spreads
The above illustration relates DNA, mRNA, and Protein to computing terms to help people that are not familiar with biology understand some of the terms used in basic bio-science. Over the course ...
The Science Gives Moderna A Boost
Is there something fundamental ... our theories about how to interact with it? Or could it have properties different than we theorized? Now, a new paper proposes a completely new theory that ...
Dark matter's weirdness could be explained by a new, as-yet-unseen fundamental force
As I've long been saying, when it comes to the COVID-19 pandemic, everything old is new again, at least with respect to the antivaccine movement. I listed a number of the tropes repurposed by antivaxx ...
“Depopulation” by COVID-19 vaccines?
Kernel will begin sending dozens of customers across the U.S. a $50,000 helmet that can, crudely speaking, read their mind. Weighing a couple of pounds each, the helmets contain n ...
Can a $110 Million Helmet Unlock the Secrets of the Mind?
the MVT is no better than other theories, it will be one more tool in the toolbox used to understand laughter and the humor that inspires it. On the other hand, if it is the universal theory I ...
Psychology Today
Long dismissed by many experts, it’s now being taken more seriously as one of two general possibilities for COVID-19’s origin, along with the theory ... of both theories to achieve “greater ...
Hiltzik: The lab-leak origin claim for COVID-19 is in the news, but it’s still fact-free
The basic technology has been around for years, but it's usually found in room-size machines that can cost millions of dollars and require patients to sit still in a clinical setting. The promise ...
A $50,000 Helmet Can Read User's Mind. And It's Ready
Nor has the science of the pandemic scotched populism’s appetite for conspiracy theories, and still less ... elections endorsed this conspiracy theory, two of whom – Lauren Boebert of Colorado ...
Simon Schama: How the Covid-19 virus caused antisemitism to go viral
The paper points out the problem of only hearing one side of the story, but that the Government “failed in this fundamental duty ... who is a clinical epidemiologist and senior lecturer ...
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